
Choose the RIGHT SPRAYER
Different jobs require different equipment, and the TexSpray family of airless texture sprayers gives you 
what you need—options . Optimized specifically for medium- to high-viscosity coatings, ALL TexSpray 
airless sprayers feature technologies that no other airless sprayer can offer . From the standard direct 
immersion pump to the filterless guns with extra large fluid passages, Graco TexSpray airless sprayers 
are designed to deliver maximum production . No matter the size of the job, there is a Graco texture 
sprayer that will deliver the flow you want, to achieve the production rate you need!

Mark
The electric-powered Mark sprayers are 
ideal for the contractor who typically 
applies interior finishes and coatings . 
Ideal for Level 5, textured finishes with 
drywall mud, fire-stop, fireproofing, vapor 
barrier, duct sealant, and other coatings 
including the full range of primers and 
paints .
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HD
The gas-powered HD sprayers are the 
sprayer of choice for the contractor who 
typically applies exterior coatings . Ideal 
for spraying elastomerics, waterproofing, 
vapor barriers, roof coatings and other 
heavy exterior coatings, they also easily 
spray the full range of paints and primers . 
The efficient direct-drive HD offers 
unmatched fuel economy and a lifetime 
drive train warranty .

DutyMax
The gas-powered, hydraulic DutyMax 
sprayers are the ideal choice for the 
contractor who typically applies exterior 
coatings on the biggest jobs . With 
models that convert to electric power, 
they are also versatile enough to be 
used on interior jobs . Ideal for spraying 
elastomerics, drywall mud, waterproofing, 
vapor barriers, roof coatings and other 
heavy coatings—and it can spray the full 
range of paints and primers!
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Choose the RIGHT SERIES for all your  
texture applications.
Graco texture sprayers come with features designed to make your work easier, faster, and  
more productive. Whether you need the everyday reliability of our Standard Series, the 
increased speed and productivity of the ProContractor Series, or extreme ruggedness of 
the IronMan Series, Graco offers the perfect sprayer that’s designed from the ground-up 
to meet your needs.

If You’re a
Large Residential and Commercial Contractor
 You’re spraying every day
 You tackle medium to large projects
 You’re moving frequently from job to job
  You need features that save you time and  

get you in, out, and on to the next job site

If You’re a 
Small Residential and Light Commercial Contractor
 You’re spraying multiple days a week

 Your jobs are typically on the smaller side

 You demand everyday reliability

  You don’t need a lot of extra features

If You’re a
Large Commercial and Industrial Contractor
 You’re spraying continuously in less-than-ideal conditions
  You handle large, long-duration projects  

that require large volumes of material
 You keep your equipment on-site in material
 You require extreme durability and reliability

You need a ProContractorSeries sprayer .
WORK SMARTER, FINISH MORE JOBS

You need an IronManSeries sprayer .
BEYOND JOBSITE TOUGH

You need a StandardSeries sprayer .
EVERYDAY RELIABILITY  

PROPRO
Contractor

m.graco.com/cedseriesvid
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MaxPower Motor Graco’s compact and powerful 
MaxPower brushless DC motors are designed to produce 
the most power possible for all painting applications. 

  Higher torque = More work done

  Totally enclosed, fan-cooled design protects the internal 
components of the motor from dirt, dust and overspray

  Brushless design means that you will never need to 
replace brushes

  Lifetime warranty

Rugged, Durable Cart Design With a Graco sprayer, it’s not just the 
mechanical parts that are built to last. Our carts are built to deliver years of performance. 

  Thick chrome over steel withstands rugged environments

  Full pneumatic wheels absorb impacts and vibrations

  Retractable handle doubles as coiled hose storage

  Hi-Boy TiltBack™ kickstand cart design holds the inlet clear of the  
paint bucket for easy one-person bucket changes

SMALL RESIDENTIAL AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL

Mark  
StandardSeries
EVERYDAY RELIABILITY  

When you’re tackling texture projects multiple days a week, you demand reliability. 
Graco’s Standard Series sprayers of the Mark texture sprayers deliver durability and 
performance time after time. They handle the widest range of tip sizes, longer hose 
lengths and heavier coatings with ease.

No matter what Standard Series sprayer you need, they  
all come equipped with many exclusive features found  
“Only On A Graco”

SmartControl™ 3.0 Graco’s advanced  
SmartControl 3.0 offers precision pressure control that  
delivers a consistent spray fan without pressure fluctuations.

 Spray thicker coatings and run longer hoses

  ProGuard™ Sprayer Protection System guards against  
bad or extreme jobsite power conditions
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Easy Out™ Pump Filter 
The Easy Out pump filter is designed 
to filter from the inside out so filters 
won’t get stuck or collapse when filled 
with dirt or debris. 

  Large 22.3 square inch filtering 
area reduces tip clogs and ensures 
a quality finish

  Vertical filter removes with the cap  
for less mess

Advantage Drive™ The drive is the 
critical link between the motor and the pump. 
Graco doesn’t leave the manufacturing of our 
Advantage Drive System to others; rather, we 
design and manufacture them at our world-class 
manufacturing facility in the United States.

  Hardened steel gears run  
extremely quite

  The most durable, longest  
lasting drive in the industry

  Lifetime warranty

Endurance Pump with Max Flo™+ Graco’s Endurance Pump 
is the most rugged and reliable long pump on the market today. Oversized 
clearances ensure minimal pressure drop and surge-free performance. The 
pump’s specially designed, submerged foot valve efficiently loads thick, heavy 
material while protecting against pack-out and clogging.

  Foot valve is positioned low to the ground where it 
stays submerged in the material bucket

  New Max Flo+ with Packout Protection provides 
oversized fluid passages to deliver maximum 
flow of even the heaviest materials while virtually 
eliminating pump pack-out

  Long-life ceramic and stainless steel balls included for maximum 
versatility no matter what you’re spraying

Heavy-Duty Prime Valve Maintenance-free 
design withstands high-pressure dumping.

Ready To Work Everything you need to get 
spraying—RAC X™ SwitchTip™, HD Blue Texture gun 
and 50 feet of BlueMax™ II hose is included. 
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LARGE RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Mark 
ProContractorSeries
WORK SMARTER, FINISH MORE JOBS

When it comes to getting the most work done in a day, it’s all about speed and high 
performance. And that’s where Graco delivers. With features that enable you to work 
more efficiently, the ProContractor series of the Mark family of texture sprayers help 
you get in, out, and on to the next job site faster, saving you time and money.

ProContractor Series sprayers have all the features  
of the Standard Series, Plus much more!

WatchDog™ The WatchDog Pump Protection System automatically shuts down the 
pump when material runs out or if the hose is damaged.

  Prevents dry pumping damage

SmartControl 3.0 with LED Display Graco’s advanced SmartControl 3.0 
delivers a consistent spray fan without pressure fluctuations at all spraying pressures.

  Bright, easy-to-read LED display shows pressure read-out, job/lifetime/gallon counter  
and self-diagnostics

  ProGuard Sprayer Protection System  
guards against bad or extreme  
jobsite power conditions

FastFlush™ This high flow cleaning system runs 
faster and dramatically decreases cleaning time.

 Motor runs at super high speed

  Results in high flow and faster cleaning— 
up to 4X faster using only half the water!

PROPRO
Contractor
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Mark 
ProContractorSeries
WORK SMARTER, FINISH MORE JOBS

Ready To Spray Everything you need—texture gun, 
SwitchTip™s and 100 feet of Blue Max II hose is already 
assembled and ready to use right out of the box, getting you 
working that much faster.

QuikReel™ With the integrated QuikReel you can deploy and rewind the 
hose in seconds, letting you put the sprayer where you want it and the gun 
where you need it. 

  Hose guide eliminates twisting, kinking, and coiling for one-person operation

  Hose is always connected and weight balanced to not tip over

  Use only the hose you need —the rest stays  
on the reel

  Hand crank folds away for storage and one  
man loading

  Eliminates costly jobsite downtime

  Quickly and easily swap out the pump for a spare

  Pinless design needs no tools 

ProConnect™ 2 
This next-generation 
pinless design of Graco’s 
ProConnect Pump 
Removal and Installation 
System makes it easier 
and faster than ever 
to replace the pump in 
seconds.

On-Board Toolbox Convenient 
storage container keeps tools, tips, filters 
and accessories where you need them most.
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TexSpray

Mark X  
240 Volt

Electric Airless

SERIES PART #
STANDARD 16W908

PROCONTRACTOR 16X099

SPECIFICATIONS
MAX TIP SIZE: .045

MAX GPM (LPM): 2.10 (8.0)

MAX PSI (BAR): 3300 (227)

MOTOR: 4.0 hp Brushless DC

INCLUDES  
STANDARD SERIES UNIT: 
• Heavy-Duty Inline Gun
•  RAC X 531, 541 SwitchTips and Guard
 •  1/2 in x 50 ft (13 mm x 15 m)  

BlueMax II Airless Hose
•  1/4 in x 3 ft (6.4 mm x 0.9 m)  

Whip Hose

PROCONTRACTOR SERIES UNIT: 
• Heavy-Duty Inline Gun
•  RAC X 531, 541 SwitchTips and Guard
 •  1/2 in x 100 ft (13 mm x 30 m)  

BlueMax II Airless Hose
•  1/4 in x 3 ft (6.4 mm x 0.9 m)  

Whip Hose

PROPRO
Contractor

The Most Powerful Electric  
Airless Texture Sprayer–Period! 
The TexSpray Mark X 240 Volt is 
our most productive electric airless/
texture unit . With nearly double the 
output of the Mark V, it is the sprayer 
of choice for serious professional 
contractors who take advantage of 
the 240 volt power available at a 
construction site or with a generator . 
A true powerhouse, it can easily 
spray skim coat in a Level 5 finish 
and drywall mud in an orange peel, 
splatter or knockdown finish .  
It can even apply the whole  
range of primers and paints .

“The reason I use the Mark 
sprayer is because of the 
productivity and how much 
footage we get everyday.”

Ron Fuller,General Foreman

Anning-Johnson

Connects to standard 220-240 
Volt L6-30 receptacle (3 wire)  
on most distribution boxes  
or generators .
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